
CHEVALIER PRODUCTIONS Guitar Repair cost guide

Restring services include:
* changing, stretching and tuning strings
* clean and polish
* oil fretboard
* clean frets
* tighten moving parts
$20   for 6 string guitar electric/acoustic and bass
$25   for 12 string guitar / classical / banjo & mandolin

Acoustic 6 string and Acoustic Bass Set Up: $45
* service includes restring
* Adjust neck relief
* Set string height
* set nut action
* check intonation

Electric Guitar & Electric Bass Set Up: $45
* service includes restring
* check & adjust neck relief
* set string height and radius
* check nut action
* clean and polish
* oil fretboard
* tighten moving parts
* check electronics & report

Acoustic 12 String Set Up: $60

Electric 12 String Set Up: $70

Floyd Rose Set Up: $75
Service's are the same as electric guitar set-up w/ Floyd Rose service

Machine Head (Tuners) Installation with restring: $45
add $25 if holes requires reaming larger

Acoustic Bridge removal, Reset & Set Up: $125

Acoustic Bone nut installation with Set up: $45

Acoustic Compensated Bone Saddle with Set Up: $45
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Crack Repair: $20 per inch

Neck Repair with touch-up & Set Up: $150

Fret Dress (level, crown, polish): $80

Electronics:
$30 per component, not pickups (more for hollow body)

Push-Pull Pot replacement: $40

Pickup Replacement: $40 (more for hollow bodies)

Complete Rewire (includes wire): $100

Acoustic Pickup Installation with Set-up: $100

Some services do not include parts or string sets:
Most prices listed are for LABOR ONLY.

Terms and Conditions

- 90 day guarantee on labor. Manufacturers warranty (which can vary) applies to 
parts installed

- We do not warranty customer supplied parts

- If costs exceed the estimate the customer will be notified before the work is 
performed.

- We are not responsible for items left more than 60 days.
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